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MSTW 01  Taijiang National Park Headquarters > Jhaohuang Temple
MSTW 02  Jhaohuang Temple > Bao-an Temple
MSTW 03  Bao-an Temple > National Museum of Taiwan History
MSTW 04  National Museum of Taiwan History > Xingan Community Culture 
                  Museum
MSTW 05  Xingan Community Culture Museum > Solar City Park
MSTW 06  Solar City Park > Jiaba Tianhou Temple

History and Cultures - Inland Sea Trail

Nature and Ecosystems - Sacred Mountain Trail

Hydraulic Heritage - Canal Trail

Indigenous Communitie - Tribal Trail

MSTW 07  Jiaba Tianhou Temple > Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area
MSTW 08  Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area > Nanhukou
MSTW 09  Nanhukou > Xikou
MSTW 10  Xikou > Beizao
MSTW 11  Wushanling Hydraulic Ancient Trail (Beizao > Dongkou Station)
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                  Viewing Platform
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MSTW 18  Danaiku Trail (Danaiku > Tsou Farmlands)
MSTW 19  Limei Refuge Trail (Tsou Farmlands > Viewing Platform)
MSTW 20  Jushiban Trail (Viewing Platform > Trailhead)
MSTW 21  Jushiban Trailhead > Wujiha Stream Industrial Road
MSTW 22  Lijia Forest Trail > Lijia Maple Viewing Trail
MSTW 23  Lijia Tribal Village > Dabang Tribal Village
MSTW 24  Tefuye Trail (Dabang Tribal Village > Tefuye Tribal Village)
MSTW 25  Tefuye Tribal Village (Industrial Road) > Tefuye Historical Trail
MSTW 26  Tefuye Historical Trail (Tefuye > Zizhong)

MSTW 27  Tefuye Historical Trailhead > Shishan Station
MSTW 28  Shishan Station > Lulin Mountain Trailhead
MSTW 29  Lulin Mountain Trailhead > Linzhi Mountain Saddle
MSTW 30  Linzhi Mountain Saddle > Mt. Jade (Yushan) Trailhead
MSTW 31  Mt. Jade (Yushan) Main Peak Route (Tataka > Mt. Jade Main Peak)
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What is a greenway?
A greenway is a linear open space 
that connects people with nature. 
It comes in many forms, and can 
be a trail, bikeway, levee route, 
canal,  or decommissioned rai l 
line. Greenways have their own 
distinctive attributes depending on 
their particular urban or rural setting. 
As a continuous linear space, they 
connect parks, nature reserves, 
cultural centers, historical ruins, and 
residential areas.

History and Development of the Mountains 
to Sea Greenway, TW
The Greenway was first proposed in 2007 through a local 
initiative (Tainan Community University, Taijiang). The idea 
was to connect the cultural centers of the Bunun Tribe, 
Taijing Campus, Tainan Community University, Tsou Tribe, 
Siraya Tribe, and Han people, as well as other areas of 
note in the plains that extend between the mountains and 
the sea. 

The Tainan section of Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW 
was completed by the Tainan City Government in 2016. At 
45 km long, it stretches from Taijiang National Park through 
the Chianan Irrigation Canal and then to Wushantou 
Reservoir.

In 2017, the National Development Council (NDC) 
completed its Greenway Network Construction Strategic 
Plan and approved the init ial implementation of 3 
greenways. The MSTW was one of them.

Background

Every grand tour is an epic adventure.
Step onto the Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW to create adventures of your own! － TaiTai 
LIVE WILD
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Overview
The MSTW is “a cultural path that traces our regional routes”. Through an 
interconnected mix of walking and bike trails and bus or even boating routes, a 
green corridor that stretches from Taijiang Inland Sea to Mt. Jade (the highest 
peak in Northeast Asia) and that connects the dots of Taiwanese culture has 
been created. The Greenway extends across two counties and cities (Tainan 
City, Chiayi County) and connects 3 National Scenic Areas (Southwest Coast, 
Siraya, Alishan), 2 National Parks (Taijiang, Yushan), 2 forest reserves (the 
Chiayi forest and the NTU experimental forest), and 2 reservoirs (Wushantou, 
Zengwen), making it a national-level greenway and the breathing place for 
visitors, and this and, future generation.

The greenway’s environmental surroundings include several forest biomes and 
aquatic ecosystems at different altitudes. It also links up four major cultural 
communities—Han Chinese, Siraya, Tsou, and Bunun—making it a window 
into many of the local lifeways and cultures of Taiwan.

English Name
The Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW (MSTW) stretches from Mt. Jade Main 
Peak to Taijing Inland Sea. Its name ends with TW, the abbreviation of Taiwan, 
to indicate the greenway’s location.

Historical Background
As it winds through the Chianan Plain, the greenway is witness to the traces 
of the Taiwan’s prehistoric cultures as well as 400 years of recorded history 
spanning the island’s Dutch colonial, Zheng kingdom, Qing dynasty, and 
Japanese colonial eras. Each time period offers its own history and stories. 
Together, they encompass the entirety of Taiwan’s development, from the 
migrations of the indigenous Tsou and Siraya tribes to historical efforts 
in mountaineering, forestry, railroad, hydraulic development, and water 
conservancy.

Introduction to the Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW

Sea
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Mountains

Yanshuei River Estuary

Chianan Plain and Chianan Canal

Zengwen Reservoir

Linzhi Mountain and surrounding peaks

Mt. Jade Main Peak
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Flora
The flora along the greenway falls into 
categories set by the Forestry Bureau 
based on the alt i tude: alpine tundra, 
subalpine coniferous forest, cool temperate 
coniferous forest, temperate broadleaf and 
mixed forest, warm temperate broadleaf 
and mixed forest, subtropical broadleaf 
forest, and tropical savanna. Due to early 
development in the foothills, the subtropical 
broadleaf forest and tropical savanna have 
largely been cleared for orchards, with only 
a small amount of secondary forest and 
artificially created woodlands remaining. 
Large areas o f  wet lands,  inc lud ing 
mangrove swamps, can be found near the 
coast.

Fauna
A diverse range of fauna can be found on 
the greenway. Along the coast in Taijiang 
National Park, one can find the black-faced 
spoonbill and Beipu cicada; in Guantian, 
the elegant pheasant-tailed jacana can 
be seen; and at Zengwen Reservoir, you 
may catch the sight of a black kite or 
russet sparrow (an endangered species in 
Taiwan). In the foothills, you might chance 
upon a pangolin or Formosan Reeve’s 
muntjac. As you climb in altitude, you will 
enter the habitats of the Mikado pheasant, 
Alishan salamander, Formosan sambar 
deer, Taiwan serow, Swinhoe’s pheasant, 
and Formosan black bear. If you are 
fortunate enough to encounter any of these 
animals, we request that you please keep 
your distance and refrain from disturbing 
them.

Natural Environment
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The Numbering System
The 31 greenway sections that run from the 
Taijiang National Park Headquarters (0K) to Mt. 
Jade Main Peak are numbered in ascending 
order and prefixed with MSTW: from MSTW 01 
to MSTW 31.

Ethnic Groups and Cultures

Routes and Difficulty Levels

Jhaohuang Temple Tsou culture - the Kuba

Han Chinese
The area of the greenway between Annan 
District, Tainan City and Dapu Township, 
Chiayi County is now primarily inhabited by the 
descendants of early Han Chinese settlers who 
crossed the strait to Taiwan. These settlers 
cultivated the land, established communities, 
and worshiped the deities whose effigies they 
brought across with them in their homes or small 
shrines that they built. As their wealth began to 
grow, the settlers erected temples, resulting in 
the temple culture that is characteristic of Han 
Chinese.

Siraya
The members of the Siraya tribe mostly reside 
in Tainan City. The tribe is divided into four 
major communities: Mattau, Soulang, Xingan, 
and Backoloan. The Siraya people practice a 
religion that combines animism and the worship 
of ancestral spirits. In Siraya culture, ancestors 
and ancestral spirits are referred to as “Alid ” 
or “Ali Tsu ,” (“Ali Mu ,” or “Tai Tsu ” in some 
communities). The Siraya people also build 
Kuwa (Kuva), meeting houses which serve as 
places for gatherings, religious ceremonies, and 
youth meetings. Today, the major traditional 
festivals celebrated by the Siraya people include 
the Night Festival and Kabua Sea Howling 
Festival.

Tsou
The Tsou people are a patr iarchal  c lan 
society that is separated into large and small 
communities which form coalitions primarily 
for handling political issues. Men’s gathering 
places, referred to as “Kuba,” are used to 
discuss community matters and hold religious 
rituals. The most important tribal ritual of the 
Tsou people is Mayasvi  (the War Ritual), a 
complicated ritual that entails the renovation 
of the gathering place, trimming the sacred 
tree, welcoming the spirits, feasting the spirits, 
and finally sending the spirits off. The ritual is 
renowned for its musicality and rhythm.

Difficulty Levels
The Forestry Bureau has rated each trail with one of five difficulty levels—Grade 1 being the easiest 
and Grade 5 being the most difficult—based on altitude, hiking time, trail difficulty, and the necessary 
gear. In addition to providing hikers with information on the characteristics of each trail and its difficulty 
level, this rating scale also allows hikers to determine whether they are in the appropriate physical 
condition and properly equipped to hike on the trails, thereby improving trail safety.

The trails on the Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW are categorized according to the rating scale set 
by the Forestry Bureau. However, since the greenway includes other routes that may be used by 
the general public—public roadways, industrial roads, cycling routes, canal paths, levee pathways, 
pedestrian walkway, and waterways—an additional level of difficulty, Grade 0, has been added to 
indicate such routes. 
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Sea-Canals-Mountains Mountains-Canals-Sea

Greenway Signs
These signs are located at the start and end 
of each section of the greenway. It shows the 
section number (MSTW-01 to MSTW-31) and 
difficulty level (0 to 5).

Identifying Signs
These signs are marked with the greenway’s logo 
to enhance the visibility of the route for hikers. 

The two different colors indicate the direction of 
travel:
Green signs are on paths that travel from the 
sea to the mountains, and point toward Mt. Jade 
Main Peak. 
Blue signs are on paths that travel from the 
mountains to the sea, and point toward Taijiang 
Inland Sea.

Directional Signs
These s igns g ive d i rect ion and provide 
information about the next destination along the 
way, including the destination name in Chinese 
and English, the distance to the destination, and 
estimated walking time.

Important Location Signs
These signs can be found at major attractions 
along the greenway. They show the name of the 
attraction, the section number it is located in, 
the attraction’s distance from the sea (along the 
greenway), and the total length of the greenway.

Mountains and fields—houses strewn across the landscape

Winding paths, streams, and canals

From the mountains to the sea—are the traces left by 

our ancestors on this land

The Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW is 177-km long. How does one follow the greenway? Along 
the greenway are identifying signs that mark important locations and provide directions for hikers.

Greenway Signage System
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1. Please choose a trail that matches your skills and physical fitness. 

2. Please refrain from trespassing onto private property. Do not make loud noise when  
    passing by private property or local communities. 

3. Please obtain consent before taking photos or videos of people (or their children)     
    and their property.

4. Do not pick any food crops, flowers, or fruit, or cause damage to crops when  
    taking photos.

5. Dispose of your own garbage only in the proper receptacles; do not discard trash  
    arbitrarily.

6. Be mindful of future visitors. Do not remove signposts or notices. Do not move  
    route signposts.

7. Share the road. Try to stay to the side of public routes and pay attention to cars on  
    the road.

8. Be mindful of your safety while enjoying and photographing the scenery.

9. Please wear bright, clearly visible clothing. When necessary, attach reflective or  
     flashing accessories to your bag or clothing.

10. If you meet other travelers or local residents along the way, please smile and say  
       hello.

11. Please follow the designated roads and trails to avoid danger.

12. Please hike with companions. Pay attention and maintain a safe distance from  
       stray dogs, wasps and hornets, and wild animals.

13. We advise against checking your phone or l istening to music through  
        headphones while hiking.

1. Protect yourself from the sun during summer to prevent heatstroke and remember to stay 
    hydrated.
2. Follow proper etiquette when entering temples.
3. Actively watch both sides of the road when cycling along levee paths to prevent yourself from 
    falling. Remember to wear a helmet when cycling.
4. Look out for cars behind you and use hand signals when turning.
5. Watch out for leaves, branches, and fallen fruit on pedestrian walkway to prevent slips and falls.
6. Watch out for low-hanging branches on roadside trees that may hit your head or eyes.
7. Please stop walking or dismount from your bike when enjoying the beautiful scenery along the 
    trail. Do not take your eyes off the road when walking or cycling.
8. The approaches to some canal paths are steep or connect to motor vehicles throughways. It is    
    recommended that you dismount from your bike and walk it across these areas when necessary.

1. Please follow proper etiquette and do not enter private houses, kubas, and gathering places 
    without permission.
2. Please check the weather forecast and stay updated on the latest typhoon information.
3. Please stop walking when enjoying the beautiful scenery along the trail. Always maintain 
    awareness of the route when walking.
4. Please remain near the bottom of the slope when hiking along sloping surfaces and watch out 
    for falling rocks, dead branches, and hidden gaps as you go.
5. Please keep your distance from wild animals and do not feed them.
6. There is always risks in outdoor activities. Please be aware of your surroundings and stay safe.

1. Protect yourself from the sun during summer to prevent heatstroke and remember to stay 
    hydrated.
2. Follow proper etiquette when entering temples.
3. Actively watch both sides of the roads when cycling along embankment roads to prevent 
    yourself from falling. Remember to wear a helmet when cycling.
4. Look out for cars behind you and use hand signals when turning.
5. Watch out for leaves, branches, and fallen fruit on pedestrian walkway to prevent slips and falls.
6. Watch out for low-hanging branches on roadside trees that may hit your head or eyes.
7. Please stop walking or dismount from your bike when enjoying the beautiful scenery along the 
    trail. Do not take your eyes off the road when walking or cycling.
8. The approaches to some canal paths are steep or connect to motor vehicles throughways. 
    These areas are steeper, and motor vehicles also pass through. It is recommended that you 
    dismount from your bike and walk it across these areas when necessary.

1. Please reserve mountain lodges and obtain mountain and park entry permits in accordance 
    with the rules.
2. Please check the weather forecast and stay updated on the latest typhoon information.
3. Please stop walking when enjoying the beautiful scenery along the trail. Always maintain 
    awareness of the route while walking.
4. Please remain near the bottom of the slope when hiking along sloping surfaces and watch out 
    for falling rocks, dead branches, and hidden gaps as you go.
5. Please keep your distance f rom wild animals and do not feed them.
6. Be sure to protect yourself from the elements and stay warm. Ice climbing equipment and skills 
    are required for traversing areas with snow and ice during winter.
7. There is always risks in outdoor activities. Please be aware of your surroundings and stay safe.

Precautions to take when traveling on the Inland Sea Trail

Precautions to take when traveling on the Tribal Trail

Precautions to take when traveling on the Canal Trail

Precautions to take when traveling on the Sacred Mountain Trail

Greenway Safety Rules
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Route Maps
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Lijia Information StationTaijiang National Park Headquarters National Museum of Taiwan History Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform

Do you wish to take a break during your trek across the Mountains to Sea 
Greenway, TW or learn more about the history along the greenway?
Visit these service centers, where restrooms, drinking water, and charging stations 
are available. You can also obtain travel information about the Mountains to Sea 
Greenway, TW and its surrounding attractions!

Taijiang National Park Headquarters (Visitor 
Center)
No. 118, Sicao Blvd., Annan Dist., Tainan City
23.002583, 120.138722
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Mondays
Contact number：06-2842600

Taikang Cultural Center
No. 205, 207, Sec. 1, Anji Rd., Annan Dist., Tainan 
City
23.045833, 120.187975
Office hours：Mondays, Wednesday to Sunday   
                         08:00-17:30 ; closed on Tuesdays
Contact number：06-2558136

Haiweiliao Jhaohuang Temple
No. 10, Ln. 101, Haijhong Rd., Annan Dist., Tainan 
City
23.040444, 120.183972
Office hours：05:30-21:30

Sidingliao Bao-an Temple
No. 52, Ln. 220, Anhe Rd., Annan Dist., Tainan City
23.031583, 120.214306
Office hours：06:00-21:00 

National Museum of Taiwan History 
No.250, Sec. 1, Changhe Rd., Annan District, 
Tainan City 
23.058472, 120.234833
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Mondays

Xingan Community Culture Museum
No. 3, Daoye Rd., Xinshi Dist., Tainan City
23.091806, 120.267611
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Mondays

Museum of Archaeology, Tainan Branch of 
NMP(National Museum of Prehistory)
No.10, Nanke 3rd Rd., Xinshi Dist., Tainan City 
23.100803, 120.283708
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Mondays

Jiaba Tianhou Temple
No. 80, Jianan Village, Shanhua Dist., Tainan City 
23.135278, 120.326833
Office hours：06:00-20:00

Guantian Visitor Center
No. 99, Futian Rd., Guantian Village, Guantian 
Dist., Tainan City
23.188420, 120.336176
Office hours：9:00-17:00
Contact number：06-6900399

Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area (ticket required)
No. 68-2, Jianan, Wushantou Village, Guantian 
Dist., Tainan City 
23.207922, 120.363019
Office hours：08:00-17:30 

Yoichi Hatta Memorial Park (ticket required)
23.213499, 120.364875
Office hours：09:00-17:30 ; closed on Wednesdays

Siangong Hall, Liujia Zhennan Temple
No. 2, Gongyan Rd., Liujia Dist., Tainan City
23.220667, 120.365909
Office hours：8:00-17:00

Xikou Station, Chianan Management Office, 
Irrigation Agency, Council of Agriculture
No. 71, Xiananshi, Nanshi Village, Dongshan Dist., 
Tainan City
23.231922, 120.447723
Office hours：Monday to Friday 08:00-17:00 
                         (closed on national holidays)

Dongkou Station, Chianan Management Office, 
Irrigation Agency, Council of Agriculture
No. 6, Xingbei, Zhaoxing Village, Nanxi Dist., 
Tainan City
23.220151, 120.492067
Office hours：Monday to Friday 08:00-17:00 
                         (closed on national holidays)

Zengwen Reservoir Information Center 
No. 41-30, Dayang, Nanshi Village, Dongshan Dist., 
Tainan City
23.241528, 120.519528
Office hours：08:00-17:00 
Contact number：06-5753251#6228

Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform
2F., No. 7, Tanping, Xixing Village, Dapu Township, 
Chiayi County
23.241639, 120.544083
Office hours：09:00-17:00 (weekday)  
                         08:30-17:00 (weekend)

Alishan Transport Station
No. 55, Southern Alishan, Neighborhood 1, 
Zhongshan Village, Alishan Village, Chiayi County
23.508389, 120.801528
Office hours：08:00-17:00 

Paiyun Mountaineering Center
No. 151, Taiping Ln., Xinyi Township, Nantou 
County
23.481833, 120.886972
Office hours：06:30-16:30 
Contact number：04-92702228

Tataka Visitor Center
No. 118, Taiping Ln., Tongfu Village, Xinyi 
Township, Nantou County
23.487516, 120.891722
Office hours：closed on Chinese New Year Eve 
and the second Tuesday of every month; if the 
latter falls on a national holiday, we will remain 
closed the next day
Contact number：04-92702200

Dongpu Lodge
No. 77, Zizhong, Zhongshan Village, Xinyi 
Township, Nantou County
23.484372, 120.886043
Contact number：04-92702213

Service Centers

Inland Sea Trail

Canal Trail

Tribal Trail Sacred Mountain Trail
Dapu Visitor Information Station
No. 100, Shuangxi, Heping Village, Dapu Township, 
Chiayi County
23.301833, 120.589750
Office hours：09:00-17:00 
Contact number：05-2521368

Chashan Community Development Association
No. 60, Neighborhood 3, Chashan Village, Alishan 
Township, Chiayi County
23.299009, 120.665984
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Saturdays 
                         and Sundays

Sinvi Niahosa Hunter Camp
No. 88, Neighborhood 5, Xinmei Village, Alishan 
Township, Chiayi County
23.332889, 120.681778
Office hours：08:00-17:00 ; closed on Saturdays

Danaiku Ecological Park (entrance fee required)
No. 51, Neighborhood 3, Shanmei Village, Alishan 
Township, Chiayi County
23.378917, 120.677917
Office hours：08:00-17:00 ; closed on Wednesdays

Lijia Information Station
No. 31, Neighborhood 2, Lijia Village, Alishan 
Township, Chiayi County
23.405222, 120.721056
Office hours：09:00-17:00 
Contact number：05-2511906

Dabang Tsou Nature and Culture Center
No. 21, Neighborhood 1, Dabang Village, Alishan 
Township, Chiayi County 
23.453972, 120.749361
Office hours：09:00-17:00 ; closed on Mondays, 
                         Tuesdays, and national holidays
Contact number：05-2511982

Tefuye Community Development Association
No. 196, Dabang Tefuye, Alishan Township, Chiayi 
County
23.462306, 120.757333
Office hours：Monday to Friday; closed on 
                         Saturdays and Sundays



Inland Sea Trail

Inland Sea Trail

Overview
In ancient times, the Southwest shore of Taiwan was bordered by a body of water 
known as Taijiang Inland Sea. This shallow bay was separated from the Taiwan Strait 
by a series of sandy shoals to the west through which ran anywhere from one to three 
navigable channels. Over hundreds of years, repeated flooding of the Tainan Plain and 
the rechanneling of the Zengwen River gradually silted in the bay, forming new land. 
Several tribes have left historical traces in this region, and the history of Taijiang Inland 
Sea is a record of fascinating historical and cultural developments. What was the Taijiang 
Inland Sea in the past has by now mostly been turned into wetlands due to soil accretion 
or is used for aquaculture. In the river estuaries, visitors will find rich natural ecosystems 
with sandy beaches, wetlands, oyster beds, waterfowl reserves, and mangrove forests. 
Nearer the shore, the area is dotted with fish farms. Taiwan’s architectural heritage is still 
visible in the homes and temples here, and many of the local communities are associated 
with major historical events. Additionally, this section of the MSTW is within the region 
irrigated by the Chianan Canal, and local industries such as salt farms can be seen along 
the way.

Lodging
This section passes through older towns with a greater population density and more 
historical buildings. It is recommended that travelers seek lodgings at traditional Tainan-
style houses, bed and breakfasts, or hostels.

Local specialties
Annan District：salt, tiger prawns, milkfish, grouper, sugarcane, corn, honeydew 
                              melon, and cherry tomatoes
Xinshi District：white jambu, rice, pineapple, cabbage, and watermelon
Shanhua District：edamame, sesame, strawberries

Sections
MSTW 01  Taijiang National Park Headquarters > Jhaohuang Temple
MSTW 02  Jhaohuang Temple > Bao-an Temple
MSTW 03  Bao-an Temple > National Museum of Taiwan History
MSTW 04  National Museum of Taiwan History > Xingan Community Culture 
                  Museum
MSTW 05  Xingan Community Culture Museum > Solar City Park
MSTW 06  Solar City Park > Jiaba Tianhou Temple

20
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Inland Sea Trail Inland Sea Trail

MSTW 01 Taijiang National Park Headquarters > 
Jhaohuang Temple Jhaohuang Temple > Bao-an Temple

Traveling From Taijiang Inland Sea
Listen to the sounds of the waves and imagine how different ethnic groups sailed across the 
sea in the past to settle in“Formosa,” alias of Taiwan.

Haiwei Community Temple School—the Cradle of Taijiang Culture
The first inhabitants of the area built a thatched shrine and temple school here. They passed 
down their traditions of “fishing and studying” through generations to establish Taijiang 
Culture. The people of the Taijiang region adhered to traditional belief systems, with the temple 
functioning both as cultural focus and learning center in the community. Haiweiliao Jhaohuang 
Temple’s belief in the value of devoting oneself to and doing good within the community stems 
from the wisdom of Baosheng Dadi (the God of Medicine).

Distance 
Waterway 300 meters (there 
is no fixed schedule for ferry 
service currently), industrial 
road 5.6 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr. 10 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Taijiang National Park 
Headquarters / Jhaohuang 
Temple

Food 
Bring your own food or dine 
at one of the restaurants near 
Jhaohuang Temple.

Surrounding attractions
Taijiang National Park, wetlands 
at the Yanshuei River estuary

Distance 
Industrial road 5.0 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time :  1 hr. walk

Starting and ending points  
Haiweiliao Jhaohuang Temple / 
Bao-an Temple

Food 
Jhaohuang Temple, Section 
2, Haidian Road, or Section 1, 
Anhe Road.

Surrounding attractions
Jhaohuang Temple, Taikang 
Cultural Center, and Feihu 
General Temple

Route
This section starts at the Taijiang National Park Headquarters, 
which is located at where the Yanshuei River estuary meets the 
Chianan Irrigation Canal’s drainage channel. From here, you can 
see Sicao Bridge. Prior to its silting in, this spot used to be a part 
of the protected bay known as the Taijiang Inland Sea. To get 
from the starting point to the Yanshuei River estuary, you will need 
to cross the river by ferry and go along the drainage channel of 
the Chianan Irrigation Canal. Along the way, you can enjoy the 
view of fishponds and the drainage channel. After passing the 
Annan Water Reclamation Center and crossing the Binhai Bridge, 
take the cycling route on the levee to reach the crossroads near 
Jhaohuang Temple.

Features 
This section features a view of fishponds and the wetlands 
ecosystem near the river estuary, where you can sometimes see 
black-winged stilts, pied avocets, and other shore birds; from 
October to March, you can also see black-faced spoonbills. Trees 
along the route include the Indian almond, Poonga Oil Tree, and 
Madagascar almond.

Note 
The ferry timetable is currently unavailable. 
It is recommended that hikers start at the Yanshuei River estuary 
(kilometer zero of the Mountains to Sea Greenway, TW).

Route
Haiweiliao Jhaohuang Temple was rebuilt from the Caoliao 
Mansion into a temple in 1878; since then, Jhaohuang Temple 
has long served as the political, economic, and cultural center of 
Annan District. Starting from the temple, visitors then pass by the 
residential area and head to the industrial road along the fishponds 
to return to the Chianan Canal’s drainage channel, before finally 
reaching the crossroads near Bao-an Temple.

Features 
This section features a view of 
fishponds as well as the chance 
to  exper ience Han Ch inese 
communities and temple culture. 
In March, clusters of pastel purple 
flowers bloom on the chinaberry 
trees. Trees along the route 
include the chinaberry tree, sacred 
fig tree, and Indian almond.

MSTW 02
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MSTW 03

Fishponds

Haiweiliao Jhaohuang Temple

White arch bridge

Bao-an Temple > National Museum of 
Taiwan History

Xidingliao - A Local Seaside Community 
Xidingliao was once a part of Taijiang Inland Sea; however, the rechanneling of the Zengwen 
River silted in this section of the sea and created new land. The first inhabitants built a 
thatched shrine which eventually grew in a center of belief that served both as a place to 
worship Baosheng Dadi and a private school.

Distance 
Industrial road 3.7 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 50 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Bao-an Temple / National 
Museum of Taiwan History

Food 
Restaurants and food stands 
are located around the National 
Museum of Taiwan History.

Surrounding attractions
Bao-an Temple and the National 
Museum of Taiwan History.

Route
Sidingliao Bao-an Temple was built on a piece of land donated 
by Chun Hsu in the 1850s. Initially, a simple shrine was built on 
the spot. Later, as the community grew, the temple was moved to 
another location and then moved back in 1923, when it was rebuilt 
in brick. Starting from the temple, pass by the residential area and 
down the cycling route along the main channel of the Yanshuei 
River. Following the route, hikers then go past Heshun Industrial 
Park and cross a white arch bridge to reach the National Museum 
of Taiwan History.

Features 
The middle point of this section is where the Yanshuei River comes 
closest to the drainage channel of the Chianan Canal. Along 
this route, you will pass by a white arch bridge and see Chinese 
tallowtrees. The leaves of the Chinese tallowtree change color with 
the seasons and the tree bears small fruit in dark pods toward the 
end of summer and start of autumn.
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Map of the Inland Sea 
Trail
MSTW 01 - 03
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Inland Sea Trail Inland Sea Trail

MSTW 04 MSTW 05National Museum of Taiwan History > 
Xingan Community Culture Museum

Xingan Community Culture Museum > Solar 
City Park

Taiwan - A Melting Pot of Different Seafaring Cultures and Their Stories 
Taiwan is the product of its complex historical development which includes prehistoric culture, 
Taiwanese indigenous cultures, Dutch rule, Chinese settlement under Zheng Chenggong 
(Koxinga), Qing Dynasty rule, and Japanese colonial rule, all of which have influenced today’s 
society.

Explore Prehistoric Seafaring Cultures and the Science Park
Thousands of years ago, Nanke was under water, and the area’s earliest inhabitants fished for 
a living. From these first inhabitants through the Siraya Indigenous Culture, and all the way 
up to today’s Tainan Technology and Industrial Park, this land has been enriched by many 
peoples.

Distance 
Industrial road 6.1 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 15 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
National Museum of Taiwan 
History / Xingan Community 
Culture Museum

Food 
restaurants and snacks bars 
are located around the National 
Museum of Taiwan History.

Surrounding attractions
National Museum of Taiwan 
History, Ditang Lake, and 
Xingan Community Culture 
Museum

Distance 
Pedestrian walkway 5.3 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 10 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Xingan Community Culture 
Museum / Solar City Park

Food 
Conveniences stores and 
restaurants in the Tainan 
Science Park

Surrounding attractions
Ditang Lake, Xingan Community 
Culture Museum, Daoye 
Tomb Historical Site, National 
Museum of Prehistory (Tainan 
Branch), Solar City Park

Route
The National Museum of Taiwan History, opened in 2011, focuses 
on exhibits related to the historical interactions between different 
ethnic groups and the natural environment of Taiwan. Starting 
from the National Museum of Taiwan History, go along the main 
drainage channel and past the Heding Bridge, where you will see 
livestock farms on the opposite bank. Keep going until you reach 
the green space under the viaduct where Freeway 1 and Freeway 
8 meet. Continue along the trail past fields of sesame, sugarcane 
and mango plantations until you reach the Xingan Community 
Culture Museum.

Features 
The exhibits of the National Museum of Taiwan History shows 
the abunadant mateirals for visitors to have an insight of history 
development along the greenway.  Visitors will see mango, saseme 
and sugarcane plantation  when they hike through this section. The 
scenery under the freeway viaduct has its own unique character.

Route
The Xingan Community Culture Museum’s permanent exhibits 
primarily showcase historical items and information related to 
the Siraya people, one of the most well-known Taiwan Plains 
Indigenous Tribes, as well as prehistoric archaeology; additionally, 
famous artists are regularly invited to display their works in special 
exhibitions held there. Ditang Lake is located outside the museum. 
Passing by the Daoye Tomb Historical Site and down the sidewalk, 
one will see the changes in the roadside trees. As the trail enters 
the Tainan Science Park, it passes by the National Museum of 
Prehistory (Tainan Branch), where prehistoric artifacts found at 
the site of the science park are on display. Keep going down the 
sidewalk along Siraya Boulevard and climb up to the bridge by 
Nanke Railway Station, finally reach the Solar City Park.

Features 
This section showcases prehistoric cultures and the indigenous 
plains Siraya culture. The prehistoric artifacts found during the 
development of the Tainan Science Park belong to six different 
cultures across eleven distinct eras. The historical sites can still 
be seen today, and the National Museum of Prehistory (Tainan 
Branch) is an excellent educational and exhibition space.
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MSTW 06

National Museum of Taiwan History 

Fallow Field Sesame Plantation

Jiaba Tianhou Temple

Solar City Park > Jiaba Tianhou Temple

Mazu, the “Holy Heavenly Mother” crossing the sea to Taiwan with 
Koxinga’s Army 
Jiaba was originally home to the Jiaba Tribe, a subgroup under the Siraya Backloun Tribe. 
Later, the first Chinese settlers sailed to Taiwan with Zheng Chenggong’s 1661 invasion force. 
When they arrived, they built a thatched shrine here dedicated to the worship of Mazu.

Distance 
Industrial road 5.1 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 10 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Solar City Park / Jiaba Tianhou 
Temple

Food 
Restaurants, snack bars, and 
conveniences stores can be 
found in the neighborhood of 
Solar City, the intersection 
of Provincial Highway 1 and 
County Highway 178, and the 
streets of Jiaba.

Surrounding attractions
Solar City Park, Jiaba Work 
Station floodgate, and Jiaba 
Tianhou Temple

Route
Go east from Solar City Park; follow the sidewalk next to Siraya 
Boulevard, then turn into the small road just past Provincial 
Highway 1, finally the route connect to the Chianan Irrigation 
System south branch line. Here, visitors can see two waterways 
along the southern branch line, a floodgate, beautiful farmland, 
verdant fields, sesame plantations with blooming white flowers, 
golden, waving rice paddies, and sugarcane plantations. Visitors 
will go past the floodgate of Jiaba Work Station before reaching 
Jiaba Tianhou Temple.

Features 
Fields brimming with crops of every sort can be found along the 
way, and in the fall the elegant Taiwanese rain trees are in bloom. 
Jiaba Tianhou Temple is a local religious center featuring large 
banyan trees and it is an exquisite temple. Residents usually 
gather to chat and relax themselves under the big tree.
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Map of the Inland Sea 
Trail
MSTW 04 - 06



Overview
Thanks to Yoichi Hatta’s extraordinary Chianan Canal hydraulic 
engineering project, the Chianan Plain was transformed from paddy fields 
whose harvest was completely dependent on the weather into land that 
was fertile year round. The canal thus serves as a link to the stories of 
generations of Taiwanese farmers and their abundant harvests. This route 
follows the Wushantou Reservoir and the Chianan Canal, which were built 
during Taiwan’s Japanese colonial rule by Yoichi Hatta. The route first runs 
along the Canal, Zengwen River Aqueduct, Duzaitou River Aqueduct, and 
Guantian River Aqueduct, after which it connects the Wushantou Reservoir 
and Wushanling Diversion Tunnel, and finally arrive at  the Zengwen 
Reservoir, Taiwan’s largest reservoir, which was completed in 1973.

Lodging
There are hills in the vicinity and many orchards, villages, and forests 
nearby. Visitors are recommended to make the reservation on resorts or 
camping grounds prior to their visit. 

Local specialties
Guantian District: water caltrops
Liujia District: Makino bamboo, thorny bamboo, rice, mushrooms, oranges, 
longans, and marble goby
Nanxi District: carambolas, plums, longans, mangoes, lychees, and Indian 
jujubes
Dapu Township: ma bamboo shoots, manjack, bananas, papayas, lychees, 
longans, and mangoes

Sections
MSTW 07  Jiaba Tianhou Temple > Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area
MSTW 08  Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area > Nanhukou
MSTW 09  Nanhukou > Xikou
MSTW 10  Xikou > Beizao
MSTW 11  Wushanling Hydraulic Ancient Trail (Beizao > Dongkou  Station)
MSTW 12  Dongkou Station > Zengwen Reservoir Monument (Police 
                  Station)
MSTW 13  Zengwen Reservoir Monument (Police Station)> Zengwen 
                  Reservoir  Viewing Platform
MSTW 14  Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform > Dapu Lovers’ Park Pier

Canal Trail
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Canal Trail Canal Trail

MSTW 07 MSTW 08Jiaba Tianhou Temple > Wushantou 
Reservoir Scenic Area

Wushantou Reservoir Scenic Area > 
Nanhukou

Three Major Aqueduct Bridges in the Hydraulic Engineering History of the 
Chianan Irrigation System
During the Japanese period, these three major aqueducts of the southern main route of the 
Chianan Canal were built with riveted trusses and steel girders to serve both as transportation 
routes and water channels.

Coral Lake and Hatta Yoichi
During the Japanese period, Yoichi Hatta was responsible for the building of the Wushantou 
Reservoir, which transformed paddy fields whose harvests had been completely dependent on 
the weather into land that was fertile year round. He implemented a 3-year rotational irrigation 
system that turned the Chianan Plain into an area rich with abundant crops.

Distance 
Industrial road 6.2 km, public 
roadway 3.6 km, pedestrian 
walkway 0.39 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr 20 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Jiaba Tianhou Temple / 
Wushantou Reservoir Scenic 
Area

Food 
Jiaba streets and Provincial 
Highway 1

Surrounding attractions
Zengwen River Aqueduct, 
Duzaitou River Aqueduct, and 
the Guantian River Aqueduct

Distance 
Pedestrian walkway 0.59 km; 
public roadway 2.8 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 50 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Wushantou Reservoir Scenic 
Area / Nanhukou

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase 
refershments and snacks in 
Liujia District.

Surrounding attractions
The Canal of the Chianan 
Irrigation System, Wushantou 
Reservoir Scenic Area, and 
Liujia Zhennan Temple

Route
Depart from the Jiaba Tianhou Temple fork in the road and travel 
along the Chianan Irrigation System south branch line paralleled 
to Provincial Highway 1; along the way, hikers will enjoy the 
landscape scenery of the dairy farms, Zengwen River, Zengwen 
Bridge, and old and new aqueducts; continue along the levee 
to past the farmland on either side and then pass beneath the 
Duzaitou River Aqueduct and Guantian River Aqueduct (the 
Zengwen River, Duzaitou River, and Guantian River Aqueduct 
Bridges are important historical and cultural monuments built by 
Hatta Yoichi during the Japanese colonial period). Visitors will 
pass by longan and mango orchards before arriving at Batian Rd. 
(City Highway 171). Following the route, the landscape change to 
crops such as rice and water caltrops. Hikers eventually will reach 
the Wushantou Reservoir after passing by the starting point of the 
Chianan Canal.

Features 
In addition to enjoying the pleasant view of breadfruit trees 
along both sides of the road, visitors can see how three major 
aqueducts serve both as roads and as water pipelines, and feature 
construction methods that are rare to this day.

Route
Completed in 1930, Wushantou Reservoir is one of the central 
elements of the Chianan Irrigation System hydraulic engineering 
project. Because it resembles coral in shape, the reservoir has 
been referred to as the Coral Lake. Wushantou Reservoir is 
now the last surviving semi-hydro-silting rock-fill dam; it supplies 
irrigation water to farmland in the Chianan region. Additionally, 
the reservoir supplies water for public and industrial use in the 
greater Tainan area. For this route, go north from the Wushantou 
Reservoir Scenic Area ticket counter along Batian Rd. and pass 
Hatta Yoichi Memorial Park. Continuing along Gongyan Rd then 
passing by Liujia Zhennan Temple, hikers will arrive at Nanhukou. 
During the trip, one can enjoy the view of the fruit trees in the 
surroundings.

Features 
Wushantou Reservoir boasts a beautiful shape and breathtaking 
scenery. To see bronze statue of Yoichi Hatta and learn relevant 
history, please visit Wushantou Reservoir; hikers can also arrange 
a tour to Hatta Yoichi Memorial Park and enjoy themselves in 
Hatta’s former residence.
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Zengwen River Aqueduct

Duzaitou River Aqueduct

Guantian River Aqueduct

Chianan Irrigation System south branch line
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Canal Trail Canal Trail

MSTW 09 MSTW 10Nanhukou > Xikou

An Area in the Foothills Known for Water Conservation 
When walking along this greenway through groves of trees and bamboo, it is easy to imagine 
the falling rain flowing into the Wushantou Reservoir and making this area spring into life in a 
burst of green.

Distance 
Industrial road 0.63 km, public 
roadway 10.5 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr 30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Nanhukou / Xikou

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Xikou Little Switzerland.

Surrounding attractions
Courtyard (Tianjing) Whirlpool, 
stone tablet (a record of 
the building of the Chianan 
Irrigation System), Xikou Little 
Switzerland

Route
Depart from Nanhukou and travel along City Highway 174, visitors 
will past Nan Yuan Resort Farm, Zhenwu Temple and arrive at the 
Pingyuanzi fork road. Following by the industrial road and passing 
several rural villages, visitors will reach Xikou Little Switzerland, 
which contains the Xikou Station, Xikou Hydropower Plant, and 
the Courtyard Whirlpool. The other option is to take the daily bus 
to enjoy the scenery leisurely; however, visitors are recommended 
to check bus schedules in advance since there are only few Route 
Yellow 2’s in service every day.

Features 
This region features a low-to-mid altitude natural mixed forest with 
lush trees. At Xikou Station, visitors will see a stone tablet with 
a record of the building of the Chianan Irrigation System and the 
amazing scenery of Courtyard (Tianjing) Whirlpool. It is that the 
drop in elevation is large, a rapidly swirling hole is created in the 
water, which became known as the “courtyard whirlpool”. 

Xikou > Beizao

Spectacular Scenery of the Spillway Whirlpool and Xikou Little Switzerland
At this scenic spot in Xikou, where the Zengwen River flows into the Zengwen Reservoir, 
the water pours and forms a rapidly swirling hole due to the difference in height, attracting 
thousands of people come and witness the extraordinary sight.

Distance 
Industrial road 3.0 km, public 
roadway 0.9 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 10 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Xikou / Beizao (City Highway 
175)

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Xikou Little Switzerland.

Surrounding attractions
Stone tablet (a record of 
the building of the Chianan 
Irrigation System), Xikou Little 
Switzerland Spillway, and 
Beizao

Route
Yoichi Hatta constructed the Chianan Irrigation System during 
the Japanese colonial rule. To increase the water source for 
the Wushantou Reservoir, Hatta built the Wushanling Diversion 
Tunnel, altering the water from Zengwen River to flow into the 
Dongkou (East Gate) and then passed through the tunnel before 
entering the Xikou (West Gate) of Wushantou Reservoir. It took 
seven years to complete the construction. Xikou Little Switzerland, 
located on the upstream side of Wushantou Reservoir, was once 
a famous tourist attraction featuring tall trees and a carpet of 
green grass by the river. Later, a power plant was constructed. 
By departing from Xikou and taking the industrial road, visitors 
will pass longan and mango plantations before arriving at City 
Highway 175.

Features 
Xikou Little Switzerland is known for its dam and spillway, as well 
as its pictureques scenery. In summer and fall, the mango and 
longan trees in the area are heavy with fruit. Beizao, the traditional 
processing equipment for longan drying, can still be found here.

Note 
Because this section of the industrial road is somewhat steep, 
visitors are highly recommended to reserve more time for 
traveling.
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MSTW 11 Xikou Little Switzerland Shaft

Fruit orchards Small temple alongside City Highway 174

Wushanling Hydraulic Ancient Trail 
(Beizao > Dongkou Station)

Traversing Wushanling to visit Dongkou and Xikou of Wushanling Diversion Tunnel
To channel more water into the Wushantou Reservoir, Hatta Yoichi excavated the Dongkou and 
Xikou at Wushanling and built Wushanling Diversion Tunnel. Through this laborious effort, his 
team managed to alter the water from the Zengwen River to flow into the Reservoir.
Distance 
Mountain trail 2.5 km, 
industrial road 1.6 km

Difficulty : Grade 3

Time :
Xikou > Dongkou – 4 hr. walk
Dongkou > Xikou – 5 hr. walk

Starting and ending points 
Beizao (City highway 175) / 
Dongkou Station

Food 
Visitors must bring their own 
food and beverages

Surrounding attractions
Zengwen Reservoir 
Benchmark (No. 50)

Route
During the Japanese colonial period, Hatta Yoichi constructed the 
Chianan Irrigation System. To prevent the Wushantou Reservoir from 
experiencing water shortages, a diversion tunnel approximately 3.2 
km was built and Xikou and Dongkou are at the ends of the tunnel.. In 
early days, traversing Wushanling from Xikou to Zengwen Reservoir 
was a popular route; however, natural disasters subsequently altered 
the terrain and the trail was damaged. Currently, the trail has been 
repaired by handmade method periodically. Hikers take the uphill 
route from City Highway 175 and travel along a steep industrial 
road. Before reaching the mountain path, hikers will meet longan 
plantation. The path passes by Zengwen Reservoir Benchmark No. 
50, transmission towers, an orchid tree forest with mesmerizing 
scenery, and the collapsed hills. Visitors can exit the mountain path at 
Dongkou Station.
Features 
This region contains a natural mountain path where visitors can 
explore the forest ecology of the foothills. While traveling along the 
mountain path, visitors can see the scenery shift from orchards 
to natural forest and enjoy the shade of trees. Taiwan acacia, 
silvergrass, bamboo bushes, and orchid trees can be seen in this hilly 
terrain.

Note
Visitors are recommended to reserve more traveling time and be well-
prepared for this section because of the steep industrial road and the 
primitive trail. 
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Canal Trail Canal Trail

MSTW 12 MSTW 13Dongkou Station > Zengwen Reservoir 
Monument (Police Station)

Zengwen Reservoir Monument (Police Station)
> Zengwen Reservoir  Viewing Platform

Zengwen Reservoir Information Center
This route passes the Zengwen Reservoir Information Center, which blends into the 
surrounding greenery that is reflected in its windows. Inside the Center visitors can find a 
display detailing the history of the Reservoir.

Zengwen Dam Top
Visitors arriving at the Zengwen Dam after their arduous trip can stop here to view the Zengwen 
Reservoir in the distance and enjoy the magnificent scenery.

Distance 
Industrial road 1.5 km, public 
roadway 4.8 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 20 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Dongkou Station / Zengwen 
Reservoir Monument (Police 
Station)

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them 
at the Zengwen Reservoir 
Information Center.

Surrounding attractions
Zengwen Reservoir Information 
Center, Zengwen Reservoir 
Monument, and top of dam

Distance 
Public roadway 2.2 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Zengwen Reservoir Monument 
(Police Station) / Zengwen 
Reservoir Viewing Platform

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
the Zengwen Reservoir Viewing 
Platform.

Surrounding attractions
Zengwen Reservoir Monument 
(police station), top of dam, 
Zengwen Reservoir Viewing 
Platform, and Zengwen Reservoir 
Viewing Platform Pier

Route
Depart from Dongkou Station and go north along the industrial 
road to connect to Zengku Rd., passing by a lawn area on 
either side (previously the Dongkou Camping Area) and the 
Zengwen Reservoir Information Center (the information center 
features a unique architectural design including a glass curtain 
on the outside; inside the information center is an area offering 
consultation services, travel advice, and light meals, as well as 
a briefing room that plays tourism and avian ecology videos on 
holidays) before arriving at the Zengwen Reservoir Monument 
(police station).

Features 
The glass curtain at the Zengwen Reservoir Information Center 
reflects the verdant green trees, making it blend in beautifully with 
the surrounding environment. Visitors traveling along Zengku Rd. 
can see the magnificent dam and the spillway of the Zengwen 
Reservoir.

Route
Depart from the Zengwen Reservoir Monument (police station) 
to see the awe-inspiring Zengwen Dam top, the spillway and 
spillway gates; take Zengku Rd. across the top of dam and travel 
along the Zengwen Reservoir to see the well-designed Zengwen 
Reservoir Viewing Platform; head up to the platform to enjoy 
the beautiful views of the Zengwen Reservoir and find food and 
beverages; and go to the Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform 
Pier to take a boat on the lake.

Features 
Looking down from the top of Zengwen Dam, visitors can 
see the scenery from a variety of angles. At the Zengwen 
Reservoir Viewing Platform, visitors can appreciate the majestic 
architecture of the dam and wonderful views of Zengwen 
Reservoir.
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MSTW 14

Zengwen Reservoir

Zengwen Reservoir Information CenterZengwen Reservoir dam overlook 
Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform > 
Dapu Lovers’ Park Pier

Taking a Boat Trip on the Largest Reservoir in Taiwan 
As the breeze blows and black kites hover, visitors can enjoy the picturesque scenery of the 
Zengwen Reservoir and the surrounding mountains on this beautiful boat ride.
Distance 
Waterway 8.5 km. No fixed 
schedule. 
( public roadway 20.4 km)

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 10 min by boat

Starting and ending points 
Zengwen Reservoir Viewing 
Platform Pier / Dapu Lovers’ 
Park Pier

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food a nd 
beverages or purchase them at 
the Zengwen Reservoir Viewing 
Platform or in Dapu District 
(Dabu Rd.)

Surrounding attractions  
Zengwen Reservoir Viewing 
Platform, Zengwen Reservoir 
Viewing Platform Pier, Wild 
Boar Island, Eagle Gorge, Dapu 
Lovers’ Park

Route
Located at the junction of Chiayi County and Tainan City, the 
construction project of Zengwen Reservoir was begun in 1967 
and completed in 1973. The reservoir provides irrigation water to 
the Chianan area. Additionally, it is used for power generation, 
flood control, and tourism purposes. The reservoir is the largest 
reservoir in terms of area in Taiwan. Visitors can board a boat at 
the Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform Pier. During the trip, they 
will stop at Wild Boar Island and enter Eagle Gorge before arriving 
at Dapu Lovers’ Park Pier.

Features 
Visitors taking a boat trip can enjoy the views from the reservoir. A 
trip from the Chianan Irrigation System to Zengwen Reservoir will 
enrich visitors’ knowledge of hydraulic engineering. The reservoir 
also possesses a rich natural ecosystem where visitors may be 
treated to a view of black kites circling overhead.

Note
Currently, there is no fixed boat route schedule between the 
Zengwen Reservoir Viewing Platform Pier and Dapu Lovers’ Park 
Pier. Custom boat tours are available only for tourist groups. During 
the dry winter season, boat tours are not offered if the water level is 
too low. Alternatively, visitors may take Provincial Highway 3 (20.4 
km). The Green 25 bus runs from Fengchuiling Bus Stop to Dabu 
Rd.; it departs four times a day.
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Tribal Trail

Overview
This route passes by the Chashan, Xinmei, Shanmei, Lijia, Dabang, and 
Tefuye Tsou tribal villages, allowing hikers to experience the daily lives 
and culture of the Tsou People. The villages of Dabang and Tefuye still 
retain the “Kuba,” a gathering place for Tsou men, and there are also a 
few churches along the route. Within the villages, Tsou ornamentation 
and wall paintings are commonly seen, and the surrounding areas have 
fruit, tea, coffee, and betel nut plantations as well as bamboo groves. This 
section of the trail marks a transition to a natural, pristine mountain region 
with more varied terrain. Along the way are several vantage points from 
which visitors can see the Zengwen River. From Tefuye to Zizhong, the 
trail follows a preserved section of the old Shuishan Forest Railway Line, 
which winds through a magnificent cedar forest.

Lodging
It is recommended that visitors stay at local tribal B&Bs and camping 
grounds during their trip.

Local specialties
Alishan Township : tea, wasabi, bamboo shoots, jelly fig, camellia oil, 
coffee

Sections
MSTW 15  Dapu Lovers’ Park Pier > Chashan Tribal Village
MSTW 16  Chashan Tribal Village > Xinmei Tribal Village
MSTW 17  Xinmei Tribal Village > Shanmei Danaiku
MSTW 18  Danaiku Trail (Danaiku > Tsou Farmlands)
MSTW 19  Limei Refuge Trail (Tsou Farmlands > Viewing Platform)
MSTW 20  Jushiban Trail (Viewing Platform > Trailhead)
MSTW 21  Jushiban Trailhead > Wujiha Stream Industrial Road
MSTW 22  Lijia Forest Trail > Lijia Maple Viewing Trail
MSTW 23  Lijia Tribal Village > Dabang Tribal Village
MSTW 24  Tefuye Trail (Dabang Tribal Village > Tefuye Tribal Village)
MSTW 25  Tefuye Tribal Village (Industrial Road) > Tefuye Historical Trail
MSTW 26  Tefuye Historical Trail (Tefuye > Zizhong)

Tribal Trail
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Tribal Trail Tribal Trail

MSTW 15 MSTW 16Dapu Lovers’ Park Pier > Chashan Tribal 
Village

Chashan Tribal Village > Xinmei Tribal 
Village

An Exploring Journey into Tsou Culture 
Follwing the Zengwen River, hikers will eventually leave behind the lowland, primarily Chinese 
cultural centers, and arrive at Chashan Tribal Village, the first in a series of villages inhabited by 
Tsou people. Here, the scenery changes into natural, mountainous terrain. Hikers will enjoy the 
pristine mountain views on the route to Chashan Tribal Village.

Aveoveoyu ! Experience the Hufu Pavilions of the Chashan Tribal Village
Chashan Tribal Village, located on a plateau halfway up the mountain, is inhabited by Tsou 
and Bunun indigenous peoples as well as Han Chinese. Every house has a porch or pavilion in 
front. Each has its own unique style, but collectively, they symbolize the spirit of sharing.

Distance 
Industrial road 1.2 km; public 
roadway 10.6 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr 40 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Zengwen Reservoir Lovers’ 
Pier / Chashan Tribal Village

Food 
Visitors can find restaurants 
in Dapu Downtown (Dapu 
St.) as well as grocery stores 
and community kitchens 
in Chashan Tribal Village 
(Reservation prior visit is 
highly recommended).

Surrounding attractions
Dapu Qingren Park, 
Lovers’ Waterfall, Neiyichi 
Drawbridge, and Tun’abana 
Trail

Distance 
Public roadway 8.7 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr 10 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Chashan Tribal Village / Xinmei 
Tribal Village

Food 
Grocery stores and community 
kitchens in Chashan Tribal Village 
(Reservation prior visit is highly 
recommended); food stands and 
restaurants along the streets of 
Xinmei Tribal Village 

Surrounding attractions
Tun’abana Trail, Kuanxiting Trail 
Park, Dagubuyanu Fish Watching 
Trail, Sinvi Niahosa Hunting 
Camp, Shinmei Camphor Forest 
Trail, and Presbyterian Church 
(Rebirth Hall)

Route
Human activities in the Dapu area can be traced back to Taiwan’s 
prehistoric period, and the Chiayi Farm Ruins and Dapu Ruins 
which have been excavated here are dated from the Neolithic 
period. Later inhabitants of the Dapu region included the Tsou 
people and Han Chinese, the latter of whom settled in the region 
during the Qing Dynasty. To build the Zengwen Reservoir in 1967, 
Dapu residents were forced to move away from their homes, which, 
in addition to the fact that the region is a headwater area where 
excessive development is prohibited, has allowed the area to retain 
its beautiful natural environment. To visit Chashan Tribal Village, 
hikers depart from Dapu Lovers' Park Pier and go past the Dapu 
Visitor Information Station; take Gongyuan Rd. and continue along 
Provincial Highway 3; once past Dapu Bridge, take the Qingshan 
Industrial Road and pass by Qingyun Waterfall and Chashan Bridge.

Features 
The transition from a Han Chinese village to a Tsou tribal 
village in this area allows visitors to experience the influences 
of these different cultures. Qingyun Waterfall, also known as 
Lovers’ Waterfall, is so called they form the point where two 
waterways meet and flow down to form a pool, resembling two 
lovers holding hands and committing themselves to the future.

Note
The fall is unsuitable for swimming since it is over 10 meters high 
and with a strong undercurrent.

Route
Chashan is the first Tsou tribal village visitors reach along 
the trail and one of  three southern villages. Located next to 
the Zengwen River, Chashan is the southernmost village of 
Alishan Township and was originally named “Cayamavana,” 
meaning “the plain on the mountainside.” Legend has it that the 
earliest settlers of Chashan were the vanished Dagubuyanu 
people. The current inhabitants of Chashan include the Tsou, 
the Bunun, and Han Chinese. In recent years, Chashan has 
become famous for its hufu (pavilions), many of which can be 
found in this area. Additionally, the Tun’abana Trail is known 
for its diverse ecosystems. When travelers visit Chashan Tribal 
Village via the greenway, take the industrial road past Chashan 
Village (1st Neighborhood), Kuanxiting Trail Park, the entrance 
of the Dagubuyanu Fish Watching Trail, Shinmei Bridge, and 
Sinvi Niahosa Hunting Camp to arrive at Xinmei Tribal Village.

Features 
In recent years, Chashan has become famous for its pavilion 
lifestyle, a variety of pavilions (hufu) can be seen in the village 
. The Chashan Hufu Pavilion Festival is held every November, 
allowing visitors to experience Tsou culture.
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MSTW 17 MSTW 18Xinmei Tribal Village > Shanmei Danaiku

Follow the Footsteps of Xinmei Hunters to Learn about Tsou Hunting Customs
In the Tsou language, the phrase zhui zhui tsou ni means “to take a walk in the mountains.” 
These are the words that hunters say to their family before going hunting. Xinmei Tribal Village 
is the perfect place to learn about Taiwan’s natural world with Tsou hunters!

Distance 
Public roadway 7.9 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 50 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Xinmei Tribal Village / Shanmei 
Danaiku

Food 
Xinmei Tribal Village and 
Danaiku Ecological Park

Surrounding attractions
Sinvi Niahosa Hunting Camp, 
Xinmei Camphor Forest Trail, 
Presbyterian Church (Rebirth 
Hall), Tsou tribe murals, and 
Fumei Drawbridge

Route
Located in the upper reaches of the Zengwen River, Xinmei Tribal 
Village is one of the three southern villages of the Tsou people. 
Legend has it that after Koxinga defeated the Dutch, Dutch 
soldiers f led through the area and stopped for mountain spring 
water here. Now known as Guana Falls, it was once called “Dutch 
Water.” During the Japanese colonial rule, Xinmei land was used 
as farmland, and most local residents were from Dabang and Lijia 
tribes. Because of the lack of water resources, the local economy 
is currently dominated by the afforestation industry and under-
forest economy. To visit the Xinmei Village via the greenway, 
depart from Xinmei Tribal Village and pass by the Xinmei Catholic 
Church and Rongsan Shop; take the industrial road to see endless 
mountains with amazing views; enter Shanmei Tribal Village 
where you will see Tsou tribe murals all along the streets; and 
cross the Fumei Drawbridge to arrive at the entrance of Danaiku.

Features 
Xinmei Tribal Village contains a Presbyterian Church (Rebirth 
Hall), the Dagubuyanu Fish Watching Trail, the Xinmei Camphor 
Forest Trail, a wealth of natural ecological resources, and the 
Sinvi Niahosa Hunting Camp, which provides in-depth information 
on Tsou hunting practices.

Danaiku Trail (Danaiku > Tsou Farmlands)

Visit Shanmeis Danaiku, the Holy Land of the Tsou People, and Count the 
Taiwan Shovel-jaw Carp in the Streams
Dannayiku (Danaiku) is the sacred land of the Tsou people. It is known as the valley where all 
worries are forgotten. The residents of Shanmei Tribal Village have committed themselves to 
protecting the ecosystem of this area where fish can be seen clearly in the crystalline rivers.

Distance 
Mountain trail 1.1 km

Difficulty : Grade 2

Time 
Danaiku > Tsou Farmlands
1 hr 50 min. walk
Tsou Farmlands > Danaiku
50 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Danaiku / Tsou Farmlands

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Danaiku Ecological Park.

Surrounding attractions
Danaiku Ecological Park, 
Danaiku Drawbridge, pavilions, 
and scenic viewpoints

Route
Located in Shanmei Tribal Village, Alishan Township, Chiayi 
County, Danaiku (pronounced “dannayik” in the Tsou language) 
means a place without anxiety. It is the first of best practices for 
community-based management of ecological park in Taiwan. 
Located at the upstream of the Zengwen River, Danaiku was once 
a popular tourist destination because of the majestic scenery yet 
the terrain was seriously destroyed due to Typhoon Morakot and 
other natural disasters. Local villagers devoted themselves and 
worked hand-in-hand to restore the enchanting natural landscape. 
Today, Danaiku Ecological Park is known for its conservation of 
Taiwan shovel-jaw carp. Visitors can spend their time wandering 
around the Danaiku Trail, crossing the Danaiku Drawbridge to 
arrive at Tsou Farmlands.

Features 
From the Danaiku Drawbridge, visitors can enjoy the fascinating 
scenery of the Zengwen River Valley and observe Taiwan shovel-
jaw carp swimming in the stream. On the either side of the 
mountain path are secondary forestland, bamboo groves, Taiwan 
sugar palms, and banana orchards.
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MSTW 19 MSTW 20 Jushiban Trail (Viewing Platform > Trailhead)

Lijia Jushiban, a Masterpiece in Stone
As you emerge from this hidden mountain trail, you will come across a large sloping stone slab 
whose primarily smooth, flat surface is marked by intermittent depressions due to differential 
erosion. The higher you go on the trail, the more breathtaking the scenery becomes.

A Forest Path Connecting the Shanmei and Lijia Tribal Villages
Upon leaving the open Tsou Farmlands and entering the broad-leaf forest, hikers will enjoy the 
natural scenery of a subtropical forest and the challenge of crossing suspension bridges over 
the many ravines and gullies along the way. This route ends at a high point overlooking the 
Zengwen River Valley.

Distance 
Mountain trail 0.72 km

Difficulty : Grade 3

Time 
Viewing Platform > Trailhead
50 min. walk
Trailhead > Viewing Platform
40 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Viewing platform / Jushiban 
Trailhead

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
shops along the way.

Surrounding attractions
Viewing platform and wooden 
arch bridge

Distance 
Mountain trail 1.6 km

Difficulty : Grade 4

Time 
Tsou Farmlands > Viewing 
Platform  2 hr. walk
Viewing Platform > Tsou 
Farmlands  1 hr 40 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Tsou Farmlands / viewing 
platform

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
shops along the way.

Surrounding attractions
suspension bridges, wood 
pavilions, and viewing platform

Route
The flat and spectacular jushiban (literally “boulder plate”) is 
approximately 700 meters long and 30 meters wide, and sits at a 
15° slope. Originally a densely forested area with watercourses, 
Jushiban came into being because of Typhoon Herb in 1996. 
Jushiban contains many naturally formed potholes, and visitors 
can stroll across it during the dry winter season. The Jushiban 
Trail starts at the 0K viewing platform. Once on the trail, visitors 
will pass through forest, and a bamboo grove before they arrive at 
Jushiban. Next, take the fork in the road along Jushiban to reach 
the top of jushiban and exit the area to enjoy great views. The 
other route leads visitors past a bamboo forest before arriving at a 
parking lot. The two routes are straightforward and without detours.

Features 
Jushiban is a large sloping plate of bedrock that provides visitors 
with unique, extensive views. On either of the mountain path is 
thill bamboo (stone bamboo), a unique bamboo which grows in 
Alishan.

Note
The slope here is steep with a climb of approximately 130 meters. 
Visitors must assess whether they are physically fit for the climb.

Route
The Limei Refuge Trail was originally a trail connecting the Lijia and 
Shanmei Tribal Villages of the Tsou. During the Japanese colonial period, 
a new trail was built, and the original trail was gradually abandoned. 
In 2009, Typhoon Morakot severely damaged the newer trail, severing 
the link between two tribes. Local villagers subsequently came up with 
the idea of using the historical trail as a place of refuge and made a 
proposal to the Forestry Bureau to repair and reopen it. The trail was thus 
restored and renamed the “Limei Refuge Trail.” The trail connects the 
Jushiban Trail and the Danaiku Trail, has a high historical and tourism 
value;however, it cannot be reached by car. To reach it, visitors may 
depart from the Tsou Farmlands. Along the trail, they will cross three 
suspension bridges and pass by wooden hunting pavilions before going 
uphill and arriving at the 0K viewing platform.

Features       
The mountain path leads visitors into a jungle-like adventure in a 
subtropical broad-leaved forest. There, they can see Ma bamboo and a 
wealth of ecological resources. From the viewing platform, visitors can 
enjoy views of the Zengwen River Valley and two drawbridges.

Note
The slopes here are steep with a climb of approximately 500 meters. 
Visitors must assess whether they are physically fit for the climb.

Limei Refuge Trail
(Tsou Farmlands > Viewing Platform)
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MSTW 21

Danaiku Trail scenery

Danaiku Tsou tribe murals

Chashan Community Development Association
Viewing platform for overlooking 
Danaiku and the Zengwen River

Explore the History of Lijia and See Xiang Mountain from Afar
After traversing the thill bamboo grove, hikers will emerge to a spectacular view across to 
Xiang Mountain and Xiding. Along this route, which has been marked on maps since the 
Japanese colonial era, tribe members harvest bamboo shoots for a living.

Distance 
Industrial road 6.9 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 1 hr 40 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Jushiban Trailhead and Wujiha 
Stream Industrial Road 

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
shops along the way.

Surrounding attractions
Limei Refuge Trail (visitors must 
take the same route back) and 
scenic viewpoints

Route
Depart from the entrance of the Jushiban Trail in the direction 
of Lijia Tribal Village and wander through a bamboo forest and 
a mixed broad-leaved forest with two or three excellent scenic 
viewpoints from which you can see Xiang Mountain and Xiding 
streets. Finally, you will arrive at the Limei Refuge Trailhead; 
currently, visitors to the trail must take the same route back. Then, 
take the Wujiha Stream Industrial Road whereone will see silver 
grass and Taiwan hibiscus. Cross the bridge past the Far Land 
Camping Area to arrive at the trailhead of the Forest Trail.

Features 
There are several locations where visitors have uninterrupted 
views of the magnificent Xiang Mountain and endless mountain 
ranges.

Note
This section of trail has steep ascending and descending slopes 
and a total climb of approximately 320 meters. Visitors must 
assess whether they are physically fit for the climb.

Jushiban Trailhead > Wujiha Stream 
Industrial Road
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Map of the Tribal Trail
MSTW 15 - 21
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MSTW 22 MSTW 23
The Magical Lijia Tea Plantation Boulder and Mountainous Terrain 
In autumn, the maple leaves turn gold and sway in the wind. On both sides of this route, 
hikers will find vibrant green tea plantations. Just as the tea plantations lie in the midst of the 
mountains, you may find yourself suddenly noticing a large mountain boulder standing strong 
in the middle of a tea plantation.

Lijia Tribal Village, the “Blue Tribe”: A Hidden Gem in the Remote Mountains
During the day, the sky is azure blue; at night, it’s filled with stars. The night sky itself has 
a deep blue sheen, from which the people of this area are nicknamed the “blue tribe”. On 
summer nights, fireflies dance among the trees.

Distance 
Public roadway 16.3 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 3 hr 50 min. walk

Starting and ending points  
Lijia  Tribal Village / Dabang 
Tribal Village

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them 
at Dabang Tribal Village.

Surrounding attractions
Tea Plantation Boulder, 
Japanese Police Building, 
Dabang Tsou Nature and 
Culture Center, and Dabang 
Kuba

Distance 
Mountain trail 0.52 km, 
Industrial road 0.31 km

Difficulty : Grade 2

Time 
Industrial road > Lijia Maple 
Viewing Trail       40 min. walk
Lijia Maple Viewing Trail > 
Industrial road    30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Lijia Forest Trail / Lijia Maple 
Viewing Trail

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Lijia Tribal Village.

Surrounding attractions
Lijia Information Station and 
Fengdongliu Trail

Route
Depart from the entrance of the Maple Viewing Trail and take County Highway 
169, passing the Lijia Tea Factory and Lijia Bamboo Shoot Processing Plant. 
The facilities were sponsored by the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company to support the area after the devastation inflicted on Alishan’s 
agricultural industry by Typhoon Morakot. During the trip, visitors will see 
Taiwanese sweetgum trees as well as tea plantations, among which the Tea 
Plantation Boulder is most distinctive. Visitors can stop at a scenic viewpoint 
to enjoy views of endless mountains and tea plantations on the route to 
Dabang Tribal Village. The village was established more than 300 years ago. 
Its subsidiary tribes are the Shinmei, Chashan, and Shanmei, whose tribal 
villages are located near the confluence of the Hasegawa and Yisijianna 
streams in the upper reaches of the Zengwen River. Dabang and Tefuye, two 
villages on each side of the Yisijianna stream facing each other, both possess 
a Kuba. A kuba is a sacred place that is closely tied in with the culture and 
spiritual beliefs of the Tsou people. Only adult men of the tribe are allowed to 
enter the Kuba from its main entrance.

Features 
Tribal bamboo shoot and tea industries, tea plantations, and Taiwanese 
sweet gum trees (which turn a flaming yellow, orange, and red in the fall) can 
be seen along the way. The kuba in Dabang Tribal Village is a major feature 
of the Tsou culture, and the war ceremony of Tsou is great in strength and 
impetus.

Note
Because this region contains a long county highway, please pay attention 
when traveling on foot. When entering tribal areas, please refrain from entering 
the kuba out of respect for the cultural values of the Tsou people.

Route
Lijia Tribal Village is one of the tribal villages in the Dabang 
community. It is a paradise-like village with  fresh mountain 
air, crystal water streams, and rich ecological resources. At 
night, dazzling stars sparkle like diamonds in the sky. Thus, it is 
also known as the “blue tribe.” Legend has it that two brothers 
surnamed Wen discovered this place during a hunt. To visit Lijia 
Tribal Village, travelers have to depart from the Forest Trail by 
Wujiha Stream, then passing through bamboo groves and large 
camphor trees before arriving at the village. Strolling around 
the village is like reading a book about tribal customs, and the 
Maple Viewing Trail is in the vicinity. According to the legend, in 
ancient times, God Hamo descended to the top of Mt. Jade and 
shook maple trees. The seeds that spiraled down from the trees 
became human beings and it is believed that they were the Tsou’s 
ancestors. Thus, the Tsou people love to plant maple trees in 
remembrance of their forefathers.

Features 
In autumn, roaming along the Maple Viewing Trail, hikers  can 
immerse themselves in the picturesque scenery as the Taiwanese 
sweet gum and maple leaves turn yellow and red. Lijia is a 
charming indigenous village with distinctive culture and social 
customs. The haverst season of jelly figs is between  August to 
next January; during that time, visitors may have a chance to view 
the process of drying jelly figs.

Lijia Forest Trail > Lijia Maple Viewing Trail Lijia Tribal Village > Dabang Tribal Village
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MSTW 24 MSTW 25
A Traditional Route Connecting Dabang and Tefuye Tribes of the Tsou 
This route from Dabang Tribal Village to Tefuye Tribal Village, which traverses the Zengwen 
River, runs through thick bamboo groves, and passes under enormous camphor trees, has 
been an important route of communication for the two tribes since ancient times.

Tsou People Harvesting Fresh Thill Bamboo
Winding paths connect Tefuye Tribal Village with the bamboo groves. When the bamboo shoot 
season comes, Taiwan stone bamboo, also known as thill bamboo, pops out of the ground 
here. For the Tsou people, this season is a race against time to cut the bamboo shoots and 
prepare them in the bamboo huts.

Distance 
Mountain trail 1.6 km, Industrial 
road 0.2km

Difficulty : Grade 1

Time 
Dabang Tribal Village > Tefuye 
Tribal Village  1 hr 10 min. walk
Tefuye Tribal Village > Dabang 
Tribal Village  50 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Dabang Tribal Village/Tefuye 
Tribal Village

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Dabang Tribal Village.

Surrounding attractions
The Dabang Drawbridge and 
Tefuye Kuba

Distance 
Industrial road 6.1 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr 30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Tefuye Tribal Village / Tefuye 
Historical Trailhead (Tefuye 
end)

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages or purchase them at 
Tefuye Tribal Village.

Surrounding attractions
Tefuye Kuba

Route
Enter from the Dabang Pavilion and cross the Dabang Drawbridge 
to see the Yisijianna Stream, valley, and red arch bridge.Continue 
hiking, the lush bamboo forest, giant camphor trees, and a tribute 
stone can be seen along the way. The tribute stone is large 
stone selected by the people of the tribe to pray to the God of 
soil and earth for protection when traveling between tribes. The 
trail runs through a large camphor tree forest before ending at 
Tefuye Tribal Village. From the mid-nineteenth century to the 
early twentieth century, camphor wood was one of Taiwan’s major 
export products due to its use in making camphor. At the time, the 
Alishan mountain area was a crucial place of origin of camphor 
trees.

Features 
From the Dabang Drawbridge, visitors will see awe-inspiring views 
of the Zengwen River valley in the distance; once on the path, 
they will enjoy the scenery presented by the bamboo groves and 
giant camphor trees.

Note
Please refrain from entering the Kuba out of respect for the 
cultural values of the Tsou people. 

Route
Legend has it that an ancient god trampled the mountains into 
two flat areas to form the Dabang and Tefuye Communities.
They are major communities of the Tsou people, and both have 
Kuba, a vital social, political, and cultural symbol among the Tsou. 
Tefuye is larger than Dabang, yet quieter and more rustic. Depart 
from the Tefuye Kuba and enter Tefuye Tribal Village; take the 
industrial road through a mixed broad-leaved forest and bamboo 
groves before arriving at the entrance of Tefuye Historical Trail.

Features 
Stroll through Tefuye Tribal Village to see its Kuba, golden grassy 
dendrobium orchids, and sea fig. During the bamboo season, 
visitors can also see tribal people harvesting thill bamboo.

Note
Please refrain from entering the Kuba out of respect for Tsou 
cultural traditions. Because the route includes an industrial road 
with poor road conditions, only four-wheel drive vehicles are 
allowed. Alternatively, visitors may book community service to 
pick them up and drop them off at the designated locations.

Tefuye Trail (Dabang Tribal Village > Tefuye 
Tribal Village)

Tefuye Tribal Village (Industrial Road) > 
Tefuye Historical Trail
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MSTW 26

Scenic views near the Lijia–Dabang Tribal Villages

Lijia Tribal Village, the“Blue Tribal Village”

Dabang Kuba

Giant camphor tree along the Tefuye Trail

A Hunting Trail for the Tsou People and the Forest Railway Shuishan Line
On this trail, it is easy to imagine a time when the Tsou people lived, hunted, and fought here. 
Then in the blink of an eye, Taiwan, and this area with it, was under Japanese occupation. The 
Japanese used the Shuishan Line of the Forest Railway to exploit Alishan’s abundant forest 
resources.

Distance 
Mountain trail 6.4 km

Difficulty : Grade 2

Time 
Tefuye > Zizhong
3 hr 40 min. walk
Zizhong < Tefuye
2 hr 30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Entrance of the Tefuye 
Historical Trail / Zizhong

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
shops along this route.

Surrounding attractions
Pavilions, the old Shuishan 
Railway, wooden trestle 
bridges

Route
Located in Alishan Township, Chiayi County, the route was initially a 
hunting path used by the Tsou people. During the Japanese colonial 
rule, the Japanese built a railway (the old Shuishan Railway) along 
the historical trail to transport red cypress and Taiwan cypress 
logged in the Alishan area, transforming the trail into a timber-
transporting section of the Dongpu Railway Line. However, as the 
logging era came to an end, the railway was eventually demolished 
in 1971, leaving behind railroad tracks and wooden bridges. In 2001, 
the Chiayi Forest District Office restored the historical trail while 
retaining some of the railway tracks and trestle bridges. Depart from 
Tefuye, climb a steep slope, and pass through a mixed coniferous 
and broadleaf forest to arrive at the Tiziban Mountain fork road. The 
historical trail then becomes less steep and the remains of the railway 
and a Japanese cedar forest are found along the way. At the end of 
the route is Provincial Highway 18 (Zizhong).

Features 
In addition to the surrounding tall Japanese cedars and the 
old Shuishan Railway, leftover Taiwan cypress stumps and an 
ecologically rich virgin forest perfect for birdwatching can be found.

Note
The route from Tefuye to the Tiziban Mountain fork road is relatively 
steep. Visitors must assess whether they are in appropriate physical 
condition for the climb.

Tefuye Historical Trail (Tefuye > Zizhong)
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Map of the Tribal Trail
MSTW 22 - 26



Overview
Mt. Jade , the highest mountain in Taiwan, is the holy mountain of 
the Tsou and Bunun tribes. As the spiritual symbol of Taiwan, it has 
attracted countless brave hikers to try to reach the peak and has won 
the admiration of indigenous Taiwanese and other ethnic groups. The 
early exploration of Mt. Jade can be traced back to the opening of the 
port for business purposes in 1860. At that time, the Han Chinese could 
only watch Mt. Jade from afar due to their fear of the indigenous peoples,  
while the Spanish wanted to develop Mt. Jade. Ecological surveys and 
hiking activities only began during Japanese colonial rule.  With its rich 
ecology and diverse forest microclimates, animals may appear on the 
trail unexpectedly. When visitors reach the summit, they are treated to a 
breathtaking 360° view of this magnificent mountainous scenery.

Lodging
Visitors are recommended to arrange their stay at the Alishan Forest 
Recreation Area. The only places where visitors can stay in the Tataka 
region and Mt. Jade Main Peak are Dongpu Lodge and Paiyun Lodge, 
respectively. It is worth to note that only those are chosen by lot (drawing 
held in advance) to be granted an opportunity to stay at Paiyun Lodge.

Local specialties
Flora: Taiwan red pine, Taiwan white pine, dragon spruce, Taiwan 
hemlock, Taiwan white fir, Juniperus squamata, Yushan rhododendron, 
Yushan rose, Taiwan gaultheria, Taiwan Mountain Ash, etc.
Fauna: Formosan macaque, Formosan sambar, Formosan black 
bear,Formosan serow, Formosan wild boar, etc.
Avifauna: 135 species of birds including Swinhoe's Pheasant, Mikado 
Pheasant, Taiwan yuhina, and the Taiwan laughing thrush.

Sections
MSTW 27  Tefuye Historical Trailhead > Shishan Station
MSTW 28  Shishan Station > Lulin Mountain Trailhead
MSTW 29  Lulin Mountain Trailhead > Linzhi Mountain Saddle
MSTW 30  Linzhi Mountain Saddle > Mt. Jade (Yushan) Trailhead
MSTW 31  Mt. Jade (Yushan) Main Peak Route (Tataka > Mt. Jade Main 
                  Peak)

Sacred Mountain 
Trail

74

Sacred Mountain Trail
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Sacred Mountain Trail Sacred Mountain Trail

MSTW 27 MSTW 28
Xingaokou: the Original Gateway to Mt. Jade (Yushan)
During the Japanese period, hikers had to go from Zhaoping to Xingaokou on foot to hike Mt. 
Jade. Later, after the forest railway was constructed, hikers could take the train to Xingaokou. 
The number of hikers was increased beause of the reduction in travel time. Let’s explore 
Xingaokou together!

Once a Forest Railway, Now a Macaque Skywalk
The forest railway was built by the Japanese. Later, the KMT government constructed a 
roadway. In recent decades, an awareness of the need for ecological preservation has 
gradually developed so that Yushan National Park Headquarters built the Macaque Skywalk in 
a sign that we are paying greater attention to protecting life on the island.

Distance 
Public roadway 8.2 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 2 hr. walk

Starting and ending points 
Tefuye Historical Trailhead (from 
Zizhong) / Shishan Station

Food 
Visitors are recommended to bring 
their own food and beverages as 
there is no grocery nor restuarant 
along the way (For those who stay 
in Alishan Forest Recreation Area 
the night before the hike trip  may 
purchase food and beverages 
there).

Surrounding attractions
Xingaokou, Lulin Sacred Tree, 
Yushan National Park boundary 
tablet, Shishan Station

Distance 
Public roadway 2.0 km

Difficulty : Grade 0

Time : 30 min. walk

Starting and ending points 
Shishan Station / Lulin Mountain 
trailhead

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
shops along the way.

Surrounding attractions
Shishan Station and Macaque 
Skywalk

Route
Located on the mountain saddle between Chushan and Mt. 
Kodama, Zizhong was called “Kodama” during the Japanese 
colonial period and was once a branch line of the Alishan 
logging railway (Shuishan Line) and the Kodama Line. Depart 
from Zizhong and take Provincial Highway 18 in the direction 
of Shishan Station to enjoy the views from several scenic 
viewpoints along the mountain road, with few spaces for walking 
on the roadside; pass by Xingaokou and the Lulin Sacred Tree 
to arrive at Shishan Station. Xingaokou was previously known 
as Mt Jade Pass. It was not only the entrance of the hiking 
route for Peaks of Mt. Jade before World War II but also the 
intersection of the Dongpu Logging Railway, Xiashan Line, and 
Shishuishan Line.

Features 
There are several places where visitors can look out over the 
mountain ranges and enjoy the glorious scenery.

Route
The Macaque Skywalk is where the Dongpu Railway Line was 
located during the Japanese colonial period. Depart from Shishan 
Station and take Provincial Highway 18 to see a coniferous forest 
and plants including Taiwanese sweet gum, Taiwan red maple, 
and silver grass; after passing the Macaque Skywalk, hikers will 
arrive at the Lulin Mountain trailhead. The Macaque Skywalk 
was built by the Yushan National Park Management Office, 
whose ecological conservation efforts allow travelers to observe 
Formosan macaques along Provincial Highway 18 from time to 
time.

Features 
Visitors may see Formosan macaques walking on the Macaque 
Skywalk as well as breathtaking views of leaves turning red and 
yellow in the fall.

Note
Do not feed the Formosan macaques.

Tefuye Historical Trailhead > Shishan 
Station

Shishan Station > Lulin Mountain Trailhead
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MSTW 29 MSTW 30
Lulin Lodge via a Trail Featuring Green Tunnels and a Path Covered in Pine 
Needles
In 1926, the Japanese completed the hiking trail from Alishan to Mt. Jade and constructed three 
lodges along the way. One of these, Lulin Lodge, was built of Alishan hinoki cypress to provide 
hikers with a sturdy, long-lasting shelter.

The Linzhi Mountain Trail, a Trial Run for Climbing Mt. Jade Main Peak
When walking along this short trail, visitors enjoy themselves with an array of plants that grow 
in mid-to-high altitude environment and may be lucky enough to run into Formosan yellow-
throated marten. While hiking, visitors will certainly enjoy a great view of the surrounding 
mountains and the main peak of Mt. Jade.

Distance 
Mountain trail 3.1 km

Difficulty : Grade 3

Time 
Lulin Mountain Trailhead > Linzhi 
Mountain Saddle     3 hr. walk
Linzhi Mountain Saddle > Lulin 
Mountain Trailhead   2 hr. walk

Starting and ending points 
Lulin Mountain Trailhead / Linzhi 
Mountain Saddle

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no shop 
along the way.

Surrounding attractions
Lulin Lodge, Linzhi Mountain 
Saddle, and Lulin Mountain

Distance 
Mountain trail 1.8 km

Difficulty : Grade 3

Time : 2 hr. walk

Starting and ending points 
Linzhi Mountain Saddle / Mt. 
Jade (Yushan) Trailhead

Food 
Visitors are receommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages since there is no 
grocery nor restaurant along the 
way.

Surrounding attractions
Lulin Lodge, Linzhi Mountain 
Saddle, alpine pond, Linzhi 
Mountain, Tataka Saddle, and 
Mt. Jade (Yushan) trailhead

Route
Depart from the Lulin Mountain trailhead next to Provincial Highway 18, 
first arrive at Lulin Lodge, then reach the peak of Lulin Mountain, and 
stroll all along the way to the saddle of Linzhi Mountain. During the early 
Japanese colonial period, there were three routes that travelers could 
take to climb Mt. Jade. The first was a long route that began at Alishan’s 
Zhaoping Railway Station, from which visitors would climb Shuishan, 
Shishan, and the Lulin Mountain ridge to arrive at Tataka Saddle before 
ascending Mt. Jade. By the mid-colonial period, the railway connecting 
Kodama (Zizhong) with Dongpu (Tataka Saddle) via Lulin Mountain was 
built for logging and to encourage the public to take up mountaineering. 
In 1926, a new trail up to Mt.Jade was built, and three resting shlters 
(including Lulin Lodge) were built. Lulin Mountain, which has an altitude 
of 2,845 meters, looks south toward the southern section of the Central 
Mountain Range and the pyramid-like Guanshan, and east-northeast 
towards Yushan Range. Visitors can immerse themselves in the nature 
and enjoy a panoramic view at the peak of Lulin Mountain.

Features 
The views in the bamboo forest and under pine trees make visitors feel 
as if they are traveling in a green tunnel. The path is either covered with 
pine needles or bamboo leaves, evoking a sense of stillness.

Note
The mountain path is relatively flat and contains stairs. Visitors must be 
well-prepared and assess whether they are physically fit enough to climb 
the stairs.

Route
Depart from Linzhi Mountain Saddle and go in the direction of 
Tataka Saddle towards to Mt. Jade (Yushan) trailhead. Tataka 
Saddle is located at the junction of the Alishan Range and Yushan 
Range. In the Tsou language, Tataka means a grassy tableland. 
This area is a traditional hunting ground for the Tsou and Bunun 
people. Linzhi Mountain is at an altitude of 2,854m and, despite 
the lack of trigonometrical points, it has perfect views. When the 
weather is nice, visitors can see Mt. Jade Main Peak and West 
Peak, as well as Alishan Range. The trail is easy to walk on and 
features alpine plants and animals along the way.

Features 
The Linzhi Mountain trail boasts perfect views of Lulin Mountain,  
Main Peak and West Peak of Mt. Jade, the Alishan Range, and 
the alpine landscape.

Note
The mountain path is relatively flat and contains stairs. Visitors 
must be well-prepared and assess whether they are physically fit 
for climbing.

Lulin Mountain Trailhead > Linzhi Mountain 
Saddle

Linzhi Mountain Saddle > Mt. Jade (Yushan) 
Trailhead
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MSTW 31

Sunrise at Mt. Jade Main Peak

Scenery along the Lulin Mountain Trail Mt. Jade Main Peak stone tablet

Formosan macaques

Mt. Jade Main Peak, the Highest Mountain in Taiwan with an Altitude of 3,952 Meters
Taiwan is a mountainous island with magnificent scenery and a diversity of landforms. Mt. 
Jade Main Peak, at a height of 3,952 meters above sea level, is the highest mountain in Taiwan, 
and reaching its summit is on the bucket list of many Taiwanese people.

Distance 
Mountain trail 10.9 km

Difficulty : Grade 5

Time : a two-day trip

Starting and ending points 
Mt. Jade (Yushan) trailhead 
(visitors must take the same 
route back)

Food 
Visitors are recommended 
to bring their own food and 
beverages. Paiyun Lodge 
provide meal service, for those 
stay at the lodge can make the 
reservation in advance.

Surrounding attractions
Mt. Jade(Yushan)Trailhead, 
Monroe Pavilion, White Tree 
Pavilion, Great Cliff, Paiyun 
Lodge, and Mt. Jade Main Peak

Route
The route starts at Mt. Jade trailhead. Along the way, hikers will pass 
the Monroe Pavilion, White Tree Pavilion, Great Cliff and finally arrive at  
the Paiyun Lodge (8.5K). Visitors will wake up in the early morning and 
complete the remaining steep 2.4 km route on the following day. Prior to 
reaching Mt. Jade Main Peak, the route gradually transforms into broken 
stone, and the last 200 meters before the peak is a steep slope. Along the 
trail, visitors will find dragon spruce; Taiwan hemlock and Taiwan white fir 
forests; alpine grass, flowers, and plants that bloom in different seasons; 
excellent views of Nanzixian River Valley and the surrounding mountains; 
and clouds on Mt. Jade Main Peak. The view from the top of the mountain 
stretches as far as the eye can see and hikers may enjoy a breathtaking 
sunrise when the weather is great.

Features
The famous sunrise of Mt. Jade, forests at different altitudes, and a variety 
of alpine plants and wild animals.

Note
1.The way to Mt.Jade Main Peak is a challenging routeand it is highly 
recommended that hikers need to have relevant mountain-climbing 
experience. In addition, hikers should assess whether they are physically fit 
enough for the strenuous climb, and be well-trained and well-prepared prior 
to attempting it.
2.Apply to the Yushan National Park Management Office for permission to 
enter the park pursuant to regulations. To stay at Paiyun Lodge, visitors 
must be chosen by lot in advance.
3.Hikers are recommended to stay at Dongpu Lodge the night prior 
to climbing Mt. Jade for altitudinal adaptation to reduce the chance of 
experiencing altitude sickness.

Mt. Jade (Yushan) Main Peak Route
(Tataka > Mt. Jade Main Peak)
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Mountains to Sea 
Greenway Official Website

Taiwan Tourist Shuttle
https://www.taiwantrip.com.tw/Frontend

Tainan City Bus
https://2384.tainan.gov.tw/
NewTNBusWeb/?Lang=en

Chiayi County Bus Service Administration
https://bus.cyhg.gov.tw/Default.aspx

Zengwen Reservoir Boat Excursions
http://www.godapu.com/

Online Application for Admission to 
Taiwan's National Parks
https://npm.cpami.gov.tw/en/index.aspx

119 Ambulance
110 Police Station
112 Emergency rescue hotline 
         ( for mountain regions with poor signal    
         reception )

Mountains to Sea Greenway Official 
Website
https://recreation.forest.gov.tw/Topic/
MSTW

Taiwan Forest Recreation
https://recreation.forest.gov.tw/lang/EN/
Index

Taijiang National Park
https://www.tjnp.gov.tw/Eng/default.aspx

Yushan National Park
https://www.ysnp.gov.tw/En

Southwest Coast National Scenic Area 
https://swcoast-nsa.travel/en

Siraya National Scenic Area 
https://www.siraya-nsa.gov.tw/en

Alishan National Scenic Area 
https://www.ali-nsa.net/en

Travel Tainan
https://www.twtainan.net/en

Chiayi County Culture and Tourism 
Bureau
https://www.tbocc.gov.tw/default.
aspx?lang=en#

Wusanto Reservoir Scenic Area 
https://wusanto.magicnet.com.tw/

Zengwen Reservoir Scenic Area 
https://www.wrasb.gov.tw/TSENGWEN/

Transportation Information

Other Information

Emergency Contacts

Tourism Information


